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Abstract

Evidenced by the three-rounds of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) Dock competitions, 

improving homology modeling methods of helical transmembrane proteins including the GPCRs, 

based on templates of low sequence identity, remains an eminent challenge. Current approaches 

addressing this challenge adopt the philosophy of “modeling first, refinement next”. In the present 

work, we developed an alternative modeling approach through the novel application of available 

multiple templates. First, conserved inter-residue interactions are derived from each additional 

template through conservation analysis of each template-target pairwise alignment. Then, these 

interactions are converted into distance restraints and incorporated in the homology modeling 

process. This approach was applied to modeling of the human β2 adrenergic receptor using the 

bovin rhodopsin and the human protease-activated receptor 1 as templates and improved model 

quality was demonstrated compared to the homology model generated by standard single-template 

and multiple-template methods. This method of “refined restraints first, modeling next”, provides 

a fast and complementary way to the current modeling approaches. It allows rational identification 

and implementation of additional conserved distance restraints extracted from multiple templates 

and/or experimental data, and has the potential to be applicable to modeling of all helical 

transmembrane proteins.
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Introduction

The G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) superfamily represents a biologically and 

pharmaceutically important class of membrane proteins [1]. With more than 800 members in 

human [2], GPCRs mediate signal transduction from outside to inside the cell through 

binding to a variety of cellular stimuli including light, amino acids, and peptides. Accounted 

for the targets of approximately 27 % of drugs available in market [3], GPCRs remain an 
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invaluable therapeutic target for future drug discovery [4]. However, there are only about 

thirty X-ray structures reported for members of GPCRs and most of them belong to the 

Class A family except for the human glucagon receptor [5] and the human corticotropin-

releasing factor receptor 1 [6] of Class B GPCR, the human mGlu1 receptor [7] of Class C 

GPCR, as well as the human smoothened receptor [8] of Class F GPCR. Given the paucity 

of available high-resolution structures, computational modeling techniques play an 

important role in the functional studies of the GPCR superfamily [9] and in their structure-

based drug design efforts [10]. All GPCRs are believed to share a common topology of 

seven transmembrane (TM) helices connected by intracellular and extracellular loops, as 

well as amino and carboxyl terminus [11, 12]. Among these components, the TM region is 

involved in ligand binding and signal transduction, and is a central focus of current modeling 

efforts.

Various computational approaches have been applied to the modeling of the TM domains of 

GPCRs, which can be approximately classified into three categories: de novo methods, 

homology modeling methods, and hybrid methods. De novo methods such as ROSETTA 

[13], BiHelix [14], PconsFold [15], and MemBrain [16] construct the structural model of a 

GPCR from its amino acid sequence through conformational sampling and scoring; 

Homology modeling methods utilize the known X-ray structures of GPCRs as templates to 

construct the structural model of the target GPCR protein [17]. Although homology 

modeling remains the most accurate approach for GPCR modeling in general, the rarity of 

available GPCR structures limits the quality of models constructed using this approach 

because the accuracy of a homology model is directly related to the similarity between the 

template and the target protein sequence. For many GPCRs, their homology models have to 

be constructed using structural templates of low sequence identity. Consequently, the quality 

of such models is uncertain and their application is often limited.

Hybrid methods including foldGPCR [18] and LITICon [19] are proposed to improve the 

quality of models of GPCRs through the combined use of structural information from 

template proteins and/or experimental data, and limited conformational sampling [10, 20, 

21, 34]. In several cases, hybrid methods have been shown to be quite successful in GPCR 

modeling. These methods of “modeling first, refinement next”, however, use a single best 

GPCR structural template of highest sequence identity. The overall success of these methods 

in improving the homology models of GPCRs based on the template of low sequence 

identity has not been assessed systematically. As evidenced by the recent GPCR Dock 

competitions [22, 23, 29], developing novel homology modeling approaches to improve the 

model quality based on the template of low sequence identity is very desirable.

In this work, we aim to develop a complementary hybrid homology modeling method of 

“refined restraints first, modeling next” to help improve the inherent structural divergence in 

the TM region between the templates of low sequence identity and the target GPCR. Our 

method takes advantage of multiple crystal structures of GPCRs available in the database, 

and takes into account the fact that conserved inter-residue interactions exist between protein 

pairs of even low sequence identity [24]. Unlike traditional homology modeling approaches 

adopting multiple template structures [25], by which, each individual region of the target 

protein structure is modeled based on the aligned region of a single template structure or the 
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average of the multiple template structures (Fig. 1a), our method aims to derive as many as 

possible additional inter-residue interactions existing in the target protein structure through 

conservation analysis of each additional template-target pairwise alignment, then incorporate 

them into homology modeling as additional distance restraints (Fig. 1b). This method was 

applied to modeling of the human β2 adrenergic receptor using the bovin rhodopsin and the 

human protease-activated receptor 1 as templates and should be applicable to modeling of 

other helical membrane proteins.

Methods

The proposed method includes several steps (Fig. 2): (1) Perform database search and 

multiple sequence alignment; (2) Derive conserved inter-residue restraints from additional 

templates; and (3) Construct the homology models of the target GPCR protein while 

incorporating those inter-residue restraints.

Database search and sequence alignment

First, sequences of the target and the template proteins were used as the query respectively 

to search the nonredundant protein sequence database at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov using 

BLAST [32]. For each query sequence, five homology sequences of 80–90 % sequence 

identity were identified. Next, sequences of the target and the template proteins along with 

their five homologous sequences were loaded in MOE (Molecular Computing Group Inc., 

version 2011.10) and aligned using its sequence alignment function. Finally, the above 

alignment was manually adjusted to remove gaps by ensuring the alignment of most 

conserved TM residues as identified by the Ballesteros numbering system [26]. This 

alignment was used for elucidation of conserved inter-residue interactions and for model 

construction.

Derivation of conserved inter-residue restraints

For the template structures, the loops of the soluble regions, the amino and carboxyl 

terminus, and the ligand were manually removed to keep only alpha helices that belong to 

the TM region. Similarly, for the target GPCR sequence, only those amino acids that were 

aligned with the alpha helices of the TM region of the selected template were preserved for 

homology modeling. In addition, between any two consecutive TM helices, extra five 

residues in the loop regions (two or three from the end of each helix) were kept when 

available in order to form a short loop connecting the two TM helices during model 

construction.

To generate conserved inter-residue restraints, the truncated structure of the second template 

was loaded into CMView [30] and a list of inter-residue interactions was reported. An 

interaction was defined between two residues if the distance between any two atoms from 

the two residues was ≤5 Å [31]. This list was then winnowed to preserve only those 

conserved interactions. A conserved interaction was defined as one for which the two 

residues involved in forming the interaction should be identical between the template and the 

target protein sequence as well as their homologous sequences. The derived list of conserved 
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interactions was then winnowed to preserve inter-helical restraints only and converted into 

the Modeller [28] restraint format for the target protein.

Construction of homology models

Employing the alignment above, the homology models of the target GPCR were 

subsequently constructed based on the truncated template structure using Modeller (version 

9.11) [28]. Modeller is a popular homology modeling software that constructs three-

dimensional structures of proteins by satisfaction of spatial restraints. Using Modeller, 

homology models of the target protein were constructed with various functions including 

one template modeling, multiple template modeling, modeling with additional restraints, and 

multiple model generation (Table 1).

To evaluate the model quality of the target GPCR, its crystal structure and the homology 

models were first clipped to preserve only residues in the TM region as defined in the 

PDBTM database [27]. The Cα atom RMSD between each model and the crystal structure 

was then calculated using the Superposition function in MOE.

Test case

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we purposely chose two 

dissimilar GPCR proteins of known X-ray structures, the bovin rhodopsin (PDB ID: 1U19) 

and the human β2 adrenegic GPCR (PDB ID: 2RH1). The sequence identity between the 

TM regions of the two proteins is ~ 22 %. For this exercise, the structure of the bovin 

rhodopsin was adopted as the template, and the goal was to construct a model of the human 

β2 adrenegic GPCR based on it. To study the effect of multiple templates using our proposed 

approach, the human protease-activated receptor 1 (PDB ID: 3VW7) was chosen as the 

second template due to again its sequence and structure dissimilarity with the β2 adrenegic 

receptor. The sequence identity between the TM regions of the two proteins is ~ 23 %.

Results

Conserved distance restraints

From the first template structure of the bovin rhodopsin receptor (PDB ID: 1U19), and by 

applying the strict rule, 17 inter-helical interactions were identified as conserved between 

this template and the target GPCR (Supplementary Table I). Similarly from the second 

template structure of the human protease-activated receptor 1 (PDB ID: 3VW7), 23 unique 

inter-helical interactions were identified as conserved (Supplementary Table II). All these 

interhelical restraints were adopted for model construction whenever indicated (Table 1).

Comparison of multiple-template and single-template modeling approaches

Using the structures of the bovin rhodopsin receptor and the human protease-activated 

receptor 1 as templates and employing the standard multiple-template modeling function in 

Modeller, the homology model of the human β2 adrenegic GPCR showed the Cα RMSD 

value of 2.92 Å. This value was even worse than the homology model generated using the 

single template of the bovin rhodopsin receptor structure (Fig. 3).
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In contrast, using the structure of the bovin rhodopsin receptor as the template and by 

incorporating the 23 additional restraints derived from the second template structure of the 

human protease-activated receptor 1, the homology model of the human β2 adrenegic GPCR 

had the Cα RMSD value of 2.26 Å. This result was significantly better than the model 

generated using the standard multiple-template approach and was also better than the models 

generated using either single template (3.18 and 2.31 Å). These results clearly demonstrated 

the effectiveness of the proposed multiple-template modeling approach.

Insight from the generation of multiple models

To gain further insight into the effect of the various modeling approaches, 500 homology 

models were generated in Modeller using the single-template approach with the bovin 

rhodopsin template which had the better Cα RMSD value, as well as the two multiple-

template approaches. For the standard single-template modeling approach, the Cα RMSD 

values of the 500 models varies from 2.22 to 2.45 Å (Fig. 4a), In addition, all of the models 

had the RMSD value <2.50 Å. In contrast, for the standard multiple-template modeling 

approach, the Cα RMSD values of the 500 models varies significantly from 2.24 to 3.19 Å 

(Fig. 4b), with most of the models having the RMSD value >2.50 Å.

For our proposed approach, the variation of the CαRMSD values of the 500 models was 

much smaller from 2.19 to 2.50 Å, a range similar to the single-template approach (Fig. 4c). 

Furthermore, the best model from our approach (2.19 Å) is again better than either the 

single-template or the standard multiple-template approach (Fig. 5). Considering the fact 

that discriminating structural models with current scoring functions remains a challenge [33, 

38], the smaller model variation resulted from our approach certainly helps with obtaining a 

good homology model.

Discussion

Homology modeling remains an important tool in the structure–function studies of GPCRs 

as well as in their structure-based drug-discovery efforts [9, 10]. With few high-resolution 

crystal structures available for members of this biologically and therapeutically important 

class, it is very desirable to develop novel approaches to improve the model quality of 

GPCRs constructed based on the template structures of low sequence identity. Universally 

conserved amino acid residues are observed for every TM helix of the GPCR superfamily 

[26], they can serve as the anchor residue to obtain the optimal alignment between the 

template and the target GPCR sequence. Therefore, the major remaining challenge is to 

develop effective computational approaches to improve the inherent structural divergence in 

the TM region between the template of low sequence identity and the target GPCR. Hybrid 

methods that construct the homology model of GPCRs using standard methods followed by 

limited conformational sampling represents a promising approach [10, 18–21]. In this work, 

we present a complementary hybrid method that utilizes structural information from 

multiple GPCR crystal structures in the database in a novel way.

Traditional multiple-template homology modeling approaches have been reported which 

model the individual region of the target protein structure based on the aligned region of a 

single template structure or the average of the multiple template structures [35]. The use of 
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multiple templates is regarded to naturally improve the accuracy of homology models. 

However, a later study showed that the demonstrated improvement is mainly due to the 

extension of the models based on the multiple templates [25]. As demonstrated here (Fig. 3), 

constructing the same region of the target protein by averaging the multiple template 

structures does not automatically improve the model accuracy. To some extent, this is 

understandable.

A folded protein structure contains many inter-residue interactions that play a crucial role in 

driving protein folding. It has been shown that the use of native-like inter-residue interaction 

based distance restraints is able to reproduce structural model essentially identical to the 

crystal structure of the target protein [36]. From the perspective of improving model quality, 

the crucial step is to obtain a complete and accurate set of inter-residue interactions within 

the structure of the target protein. When the sequence identity between the template and the 

target protein is low, there could be inherent structural divergence between them. 

Consequently, the intersection of their inter-residue interaction sets is small and simply 

averaging the interactions sets obtained from multiple templates does not automatically 

improve the quality of the interaction set for the target protein. Therefore, constructing the 

homology model by such a traditional approach as implemented in Modeller won’t 

necessarily result in the improvement in the accuracy of the target model.

For a protein structure, its inter-residue interactions can be classified into three categories: 

(1) Global interactions existing in all the protein structures within the same family. For 

homology modeling, these interactions are naturally carried over by any single template; (2) 

Pair-specific interactions shared by two or more homologous structures, but not all structures 

within the same family (Fig. 6); and (3) Individual-specific interactions existing only within 

one structure. For our approach, we chose to identify as many as possible pair-specific inter-

residue interactions existing in both the target protein structure and each additional template 

structure. Hence, unlike the multiple-template modeling approach in Modeller, which 

derives all three types of spatial restraints from both templates and treats those restraints 

equally in term of modeling; our approach utilizes only a small subset of the spatial 

restraints from the second template by applying the strict criterion to filter out the third type 

of inter-residue interactions. As shown in the Result section, this approach showed 

improvement in the final model accuracy even though the template of the bovin rhodopsin 

receptor is quite similar to the target protein structurally (Fig. 3).

Another advantage of our method is the flexibility of incorporating additional data from 

more templates or experimental data into the modeling process. However, it is necessary to 

emphasize that care needs to be practiced to ensure that the type of the experimental data to 

be incorporated can be reliably converted into distance or torsional angle restraints. In this 

regard, photo affinity labeling or FRET data are probably straightforward to implement. 

Mutagenesis data are less so because the impact of a mutagenesis could be due to the spatial 

closeness or the long-range effect. Hence, its implementation is less reliable. Nevertheless, 

attempt can be made and the final model can be assessed to determine the usefulness of such 

data.
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Several hybrid methods have been reported to improve the model accuracy of GPCRs [10, 

18–21]. These methods use a single best GPCR structural template of highest sequence 

identity and their application has only been demonstrated in individual GPCR modeling 

cases. Hence, it is difficult to compare the performance of our approach with them 

systematically, in particular, for modeling of GPCRs based on the template of low sequence 

identity. However, methodologically, there are clear differences. For instance, those reported 

hybrid approaches adopt the “modeling first, refinement next” philosophy and focus 

primarily on the development of new sampling algorithms. In contrast, our method focuses 

on extracting more reliable structural information of the target protein from multiple temple 

structures in a novel way, adopting the “refined restraints first, modeling next” philosophy. 

Given the complementarity of these methods, it will be of interest to integrating them 

together in the future. For instance, a model generated using our approach can be still 

subjected to MD simulations for further sampling and refinement.

Our approaches can be further improved from several perspectives. Just like traditional 

homology modeling techniques, the choice of the original template makes difference in the 

quality of the final model. Using the structure of the bovin rhobopsin as the template, the 

model had the Cα RMSD value of 2.26 Å; while using the structure of the human protease-

activated receptor 1 as the template, the model had the Cα RMSD value of 3.09 Å. This is 

understandable since the additional restraints derived from the second template were limited 

to inter-helical interactions. The quality of the individual TM helices themselves certainly 

matters to the final model quality. In practice, attempts should be made to construct the 

homology models using each template structure as the primary template while incorporating 

additional restraints from other templates. These resultant models can be ranked to identify 

the best one. Also, more template structures could be used to derive more distance restraints.

In addition, further improvement to the quality of the individual helix model of the target 

protein can be implemented. First, instead of modeling the individual helix from a single 

template structure, the modeling can be done based on the individual TM helix in the PDB 

database that has the highest sequence identity to the TM helix in the target protein. 

Secondly, several computational tools for the prediction of kinks in TM helices have been 

reported [37]. Potential kinks in the target protein can be predicted using these tools and the 

results can be used to adjust the model accordingly.

Furthermore, in the current implementation, the definition of residue conservation is simply 

based on identity. Over the years, many different quantitative ways have been proposed to 

score residue conservation [39]. By comparing the existing inter-residue interactions in 

homologous membrane protein structures, the best definition of conserved residues can be 

derived that will result in a list of conserved inter-helical restraints between each template-

target pair with best overall specificity and sensitivity.

Conclusions

In summary, we proposed an innovative, easy to implement homology modeling strategy 

that helps improve the model accuracy of GPCRs constructed based on the template 

structures of low sequence identity. This strategy derives structural information from 
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multiple templates and/or experimental data and incorporates them into model construction. 

It complementarities current hybrid homology modeling approaches, and can be easily 

integrated into those approaches. This approach can be potentially applied to the modeling 

of other membrane proteins.
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Fig. 1. 
Comparison of homology modeling approach based on multiple templates. a Traditional 

approach by which each individual region of the target protein structure is modeled based on 

the aligned region of a single template structure. b Our proposed approach that incorporates 

only conserved inter-residue interactions from the additional templates into model 

construction. Top box an inter-residue interaction inherited from the primary template. 

Bottom box an additional inter-residue interaction derived from the additional template
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Fig. 2. 
A flowchart of the proposed modeling procedure
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Fig. 3. 
Cα RMSD value of the homology model of the human β2 adrenegic GPCR using Modeller 

compared to the crystal structure. Models I–V correspond to conditions listed in Table 1
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Fig. 4. 
Cα RMSD value of the 500 generated models of the human β2 adrenegic GPCR using 

Modeller compared to the crystal structure. a Modeling using a single template as VI in 

Table 1; b Modeling using the traditional multiple-template approach as VII in Table 1; c 
Modeling using the proposed multiple-template approach as VIII in Table 1
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Fig. 5. 
Structural superimposition between the best conformation of the human β2 adrenegic GPCR 

by Cα RMSD value (in gray) and the crystal structure (in black)
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Fig. 6. 
Illustration of pair-specific inter-residue interactions
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Table 1

Homology modeling with various conditions in Modeller

No. Template Additional
restraints

No. of generated
models

I 1U19 No 1

II 3VW7 No 1

III 1U19 + 3VW7 No 1

IV 1U19 23 1

V 3VW7 17 1

VI 1U19 No 500

VII 1U19 + 3VW7 No 500

VIII 1U19 23 500
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